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ABSTRACT
Establishing the Reliability and Validity of the Consortium on Reading
Excellence (CORE) Phonics Survey
by
Lorilynn Brandt, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2009
Major Professor: Parker Fawson, Ed.D.
Department: Teacher Education and Leadership
Phonics was identified as one of the critical components in reading development
by the National Reading Panel. Over time, research has repeatedly identified phonics as
important to early reading development. Given the compelling evidence supporting the
teaching of phonics in early reading, it is critical to make sure that instructional decisions
in phonics are based upon valid and reliable assessment data. This study examined the
psychometric properties of the Consortium on Reading Excellence (CORE) Phonic
Survey and was designed to establish instrument validity and reliability. Analyses
indicated moderate to very strong validity and reliability coefficients. Additionally, a D
study using generalizability analyses data identified the optimal assessment
administration protocol for the CORE Phonics Survey to minimize the error variance and
maximize the reliability under absolute and relative decision-making conditions.
(101 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Early reading success or failure sets the stage for future academic success or
failure. Failure to acquire early literacy skills is a potential indicator of future reading
difficulties in school (Jenkins & O’Connor, 2002). However, the ability to read is not
just a necessary task for school. Success in reading is also important for lifelong
achievement; how well a child learns to read may determine future opportunities,
including career possibilities and the ability to accomplish the basic activities of daily life
(McCardle & Chhabra, 2004). The National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development (NICHD) convinced lawmakers that “the failure to learn to read reflects an
educational and public health problem because this lack of success affects emotional
health and overall well-being” (p. 4). Thus, currently in the United States, there is an
increased focus on making sure all students are proficient readers and have the necessary
skills to be successful.
One very important literacy skill that students should know to be effective readers
is phonics. Phonics has been identified by many as one of the crucial early literacy skills
that make a significant difference in reading success (Cunningham & Cunningham, 1992;
National Reading Panel [NRP], 2000). Phonics is the relationship between letters
(graphemes) and their corresponding sounds (phonemes) (Adams, 1990; Ehri, 1998). A
proficient reader is able to use this knowledge of letter/sound relationships to decode
unknown words in text (National Research Council [NRC], 1999; Rasinski & Padak,
1996).
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Throughout the history of reading instruction, phonics has been a topic of great
discussion (Smith, 2002). Differing views have emerged in the last few decades among
researchers regarding its importance in literacy instruction (Chall, 1967; Erhi, 1998;
Flesch, 1955; Goodman, 1980; Smith, 1979). Some have claimed that phonics
instruction is not an important element of learning to read while others claim that it is a
very valuable skill for early readers. Research findings, however, have consistently
supported the effectiveness of phonics instruction for early readers. One well-known
review of research concerning reading and phonics is Chall’s Learning to Read: The
Great Debate. Her conclusion from this comprehensive review was that instruction in
phonics led to better achievement in reading. This conclusion has been supported in
many subsequent research studies and reports (e.g., Adams, 1990; Anderson, Hiebert,
Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985; Balmuth, 1982; Dykstra, 1968; Foreman & Moats, 2004).
In the report Becoming Nation of Readers, it stated that “on the average, children
who are taught phonics get off to a better start in learning to read, than those who are not
taught phonics (Anderson et al., 1985, p. 37). Additionally, phonics knowledge is the
single best predictor of reading comprehension (Stanovich, 1990; Vellutino & Scanlon,
1991), which is the ultimate goal of reading.
Perhaps the most influential document supporting the critical importance of
phonics instruction is that of the NRP Report (2000). In 1998, the U.S. Congress
commissioned a panel of experts to review the current literature on reading and determine
the most effective teaching methods and approaches to see whether specific instructional
practices were linked to reading success. To meet this challenge, the panel adopted the
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meta-analytic technique of comparing effect sizes from all studies since 1970 that used an
experimental or quasi-experimental design with a control group or a multiple-baseline
method and met specific rigorous research criteria.
Of those research studies reviewed, 1,373 studies were directed to phonics, 38 of
those met the research criteria established by the NRP, and 66 comparisons were made.
Phonics was shown to be one of the critical components of reading instruction for both
early readers and older readers and those students who received decoding instruction
showed positive benefits in reading performance. Even the critics of this report showed
that phonics instruction outperformed treatment conditions in which a more typical or
moderate level of phonics instruction was provided” (Camilli, Vargas, & Yurecko, 2003,
p. 34). The findings of this report are critical in establishing the importance of phonics
instruction in reading education.
Given that phonics knowledge is shown to be so important in beginning reading
acquisition, it is crucial that phonics concepts be taught in the classroom as part of an
effective reading instruction program. In order for teachers to effectively include phonics
in their instruction, they need to know which concepts students know and which they do
not. Phonics assessments provide teachers with important information which can help
them screen and diagnose students’ phonics instructional needs as well as progress
monitor the effectiveness of a variety of phonics interventions.
Phonics Assessment is Important
Assessments have a significant role in helping teachers determine the needs of
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students to inform instructional decision making and intervention selection. They
provide documentation of students’ performance and progress, so that instruction can be
quickly changed or modified before the student falls too far behind their reading goals.
A valid and reliable phonics assessment can give teachers valuable information.
First, phonics assessment helps to pinpoint specific areas of student need so instruction
and practice can be appropriately focused. Second, it helps provide screening and
diagnostic information throughout the year. Third, assessment provides evidence of the
effectiveness of instructional interventions (Consortium on Reading Excellence, 2004).
Knowing that assessment is an important tool for monitoring student progress, the
congressional law of No Child Left Behind 2001 included the mandate that all students in
third, fifth, and seventh grade in public schools take annual statewide standardized tests.
These tests are required as a means of showing evidence that students adequately
progressed in reading during the school year. The ultimate goal is to identify the reading
needs of students so that interventions can be made to improve student outcomes. Thus,
schools and teachers are required to show documentation of student learning through
these tests. The results of these high stakes assessments are used as a measure of the
annual yearly progress (AYP) of the students and school and often determine the degree
of federal funding they receive. States can also opt to use criterion referenced tests
(CRTs) for demonstrating their AYP. Thus if CRTs are used, it is important that any
phonics assessments given by teachers throughout the year provide information about
what students know about the concepts to be tested on the CRT. Consequently, educators
have increased interest in accessing and using valid and reliable phonics assessments
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which can help identify students’ needs throughout the year giving evidence that students
are adequately learning and are prepared for the phonics knowledge on these and other
end-of-year tests.
Significant strides have been made to more effectively assess young children’s
early literacy skills (Good & Kaminski 2003; Wagner, Torgesen, & Rahsotte, 1999).
Since the NRP report (2000) was published, educators have begun to align teaching and
assessment with its findings, which revealed that effective reading instruction should
include concepts and strategies that help students to develop phonological awareness
skills, alphabetic understanding, reading fluency, vocabulary and comprehension.
However, unless the tests that are selected for use are appropriately assessing these skills,
teachers cannot be sure that students are indeed learning and progressing. Appropriate
phonic assessments, would be defined as those that are easy to use, valid, and reliable.
Validity and Reliability of Assessments
Validity refers to whether a test truly assesses what it claims to (Gall, Gall, &
Borg, 2007) and that the construct being assessed is appropriate, accurately represented,
and meaningful (Rathvon, 2004). To be considered a valid test, both experts and
empirical evidence must support the construct. Reliability refers to how consistently the
test measures the construct and is repeatable. That means that the test results remain the
same regardless of the rater, occasion or test format. If a test is not valid or reliable, the
results cannot be considered representative of a student’s knowledge nor can it be relied
upon for making accurate decisions for monitoring students’ progress. Therefore,
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schools and teachers need to know the validity and reliability of tests when selecting
them for use.
Many teachers, however, may not be qualified or knowledgeable enough on this
topic to investigate validity and reliability of assessments due to lack of training in this
area and therefore may be using tests because they are popular or easily available.
Unfortunately, this will not ultimately help students meet their literacy goals as these
results may be giving wrong or inaccurate information. For example, if a phonics test is
given with little validity evidence, the teacher may falsely assume that students
understands phonics skills, when in reality the test is not addressing all the concepts that
are part of the phonics construct. On the other hand, if a test is not reliable, the scores
may vary each time it is given making it hard to identify a student’s true understanding of
phonics or to track progress in phonics knowledge. This is highly problematic in an era
when accountability for student achievement is increasing and teachers are required to
show evidence of students’ progress. Therefore, it would be helpful to have valid and
reliable assessments easily accessible to teachers that have already demonstrated
adequate psychometric properties.
Problem Statement
Because the NRP identified phonics instruction as a critical or essential
component of effective reading instruction, the need for valid and reliable assessments of
phonics has resulted. One such phonics assessment that has recently been developed is
the Consortium on Reading Excellence (CORE) Phonics Survey. It is included in a
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compendium of reading assessments in the book entitled, CORE Assessing Reading:
Multiple Measures. It is an informal test that examines various decoding concepts and
skills routinely used in beginning reading (Bailey, 1967; Clymer, 1996; CORE, 2008).
The CORE Phonics Survey is quick, easy to administer, and affordable. The cost is
approximately $40.00 and can be copied for use within a school. It takes approximately
ten minutes to administer. It would be considered a user-friendly test.
Because the CORE Phonics Survey is very useable and assesses skills identified
in the NRP report (2000) as important, it has gained much popularity with educators. It is
currently being used quite extensively as part of the Utah Reading First instructional
reform program. All of the Reading First schools in Utah currently use it to some degree
as part of their assessment plan (interview with Rebecca Donaldson, November 2008).
Several more Utah schools, not part of the Reading First program, also use this
assessment (Cache County School District, November 2008). Moreover, it was found to
be a popular assessment tool used by schools in other states across the nation. In a
general internet search of Google and Yahoo, over 200,000 items surfaced that
specifically reference this assessment, many of which were schools or district web pages
that promoted the use of this assessment as part of their educational plan or Reading First
proposals. Some of these states were Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Washington, California,
Montana, and Hawaii. Other hits on the webpage were from colleges or universities
outlining it as part of their teacher education courses.
The popularity of the CORE Phonics Survey indicates its pervasive use as a
phonic assessment tool in schools and universities. Given this pervasiveness, one
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wonders whether this test has sound psychometric properties and whether the scores
obtained from it can be regarded as valid or reliable. The early reading progress of
literally thousands of students, in Utah alone, is being evaluated with this assessment and
decisions are being made about students’ phonics knowledge based on the results of this
test.
In an effort to pursue further information about the CORE Phonics Survey, a call
was made to the company, Consortium on Reading Instruction, and publisher, Area
Press, on November 15, 2008. Both confirmed that they did not have any data on the
validity and reliability of the CORE Phonic Survey. Next, a library search was done to
see if any empirical research had been published in educational journals. Nothing
resulted from any of these searches indicating that the validity and reliability of this
assessment has been previously investigated. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
address this problem by thoroughly investigating the validity and reliability of the CORE
Phonics Survey. Such a study will make an important contribution to teachers and to
educational research in general because without this information, teachers using the
CORE Phonics Survey cannot be certain that the scores derived there from can guide
decisions about students’ phonics knowledge or their decoding instructional needs.
Research Questions
The research questions for this study will be driven by two different theoretical
test theories. The first is Classical Test Theory (CTT) which assumes that every score on
a test is composed of two components, the true score (the score that would be obtained if
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there were no errors) and the measurement error (anything that prohibits the true score
from showing). Although classical testing acknowledges error variance, it does not try to
define or reduce it. Therefore it is not possible to have absolute confidence in what the
true score is. Classical test theory is the testing approach that most studies of reliability
and validity depend on (Reynolds, Livingston, & Willson, 2009).
Modern Test Theory (MTT) tries to determine how that error variance can be
reduced rather than just acknowledging it. Advantages of modern test theory are that (a)
it allows researchers to estimate reliability of each measure rather than assuming all are
equally reliable, (b) it yields various measure of goodness of fit for the overall model, (c)
it compares alternative explanatory models systematically to test hypothesis about which
factors influence observed correlations in the matrix and how these interrelate, and (d) it
provides a way of partitioning the variance of the measure into separate trait, method and
error components (Grimm & Yarnold, 2000). Both of these testing theories will be
addressed as part of this study. Each section will be outlined as to whether validity or
reliability issues are being address and whether the selected test is one of Classical
Testing Theory or of Modern Testing Theory.
Validity Research Questions
Classical Test Theory
1. What is the evidence for consensus or content validity of the CORE Phonics
Survey as measured by convergence or agreement among expert reviewers?
2. What is the evidence of criterion validity for the CORE Phonics Survey as
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measured by the percent of overlap between items on it and the phonics items in the Utah
State Core Curriculum and the Scott Foresman basal reading series?
Modern Test Theory
1. What is the evidence for construct validity on the CORE Phonics Survey
using a confirmatory factor analysis to validate a hypothesized two-factor model?
Reliability Research Questions
Classical Test Theory
1. What is the evidence of interrater reliability on the CORE phonics Survey as
measured by a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient?
2. What is the evidence of test-retest reliability on the CORE Phonics Survey as
measured by a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient?
3. What is the evidence of internal consistency reliability on each subtest of the
CORE Phonics Survey as measured by a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient?
Modern Test Theory
1. To what degree do the raters and occasions contribute to variance among
scores on the CORE Phonics Survey as measured by a G study?
2. What is optimal number of occasions and raters when administering the
CORE Phonics Survey to minimize error variance and optimize the reliability of the
resulting rating as measured by a D study?
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Chall’s (1983) six-stage reading development model helps us understand the
decoding development of early readers. This theoretical framework is the underlying
premise that children need to learn phonics to make progress in reading. Therefore, it
was important that supporting evidence be identified to reiterate that phonics instruction
helps children to do so. This will be the first purpose of the review of literature. Then,
since phonics instruction can only be as good as the assessment instruments used to
inform that instruction, the second purpose of the review of literature was to define and
discuss (a) the purposes of reading assessment generally, and (b) the necessary
psychometric properties of valid and reliable reading assessment instruments. Finally, an
investigation was done to verify whether any existing psychometric evidence exists to
support the widely used phonics assessment, the CORE Phonics Survey.
Results of NRP Report on Decoding
The NRP (2000) synthesized the findings of existing studies on the effects of
phonics instruction on young learners’ reading achievement. Specifically, the NRP
conducted a literature search of experimental studies that compared the effectiveness of
systematic phonics instruction to that of unsystematic phonics instruction. Systematic
phonics instruction refers to instruction that has a sequential progress and a clearly
identified set of skills, concepts, or strategies to be taught. For studies to be included in
the NRP meta-analysis, each had to meet rigorous criteria. Thirty-eight studies that met
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these criteria and were analyzed. Effect sizes were calculated to quantify the size of the
effect of the treatment and determine and decide if that effect size was statistically greater
than zero at p < .05. An effect size is “the degree to which the phenomenon is present in
the population or the degree to which the null hypothesis is false” (Cohen, 1988, pp. 910). Estimates of effect size provide essential information because they provide
information about the relative magnitude of outcomes. The scale of significance for the
effect size is defined as follows: .00 to.19 is described as trivial effect; .20 to .49, small;
.50 to .79, moderate; .80 or higher, large (Cohen).
Performance on six phonics-based outcomes was considered: decoding regularly
spelled real words, decoding pseudo words, reading real words that included irregular
spellings, comprehending text, and reading connected text orally. Effect sizes in most of
these measures were positive and significantly greater than zero, indicating that in most
studies the group receiving systematic phonics instruction evidenced higher reading
achievement than the control group who did not. The effect sizes were, however,
significantly higher for studies with kindergarteners and first graders than with those of
second through sixth graders. This finding suggests two things. First is that phonics is
time sensitive information and needs to be learned early. Second, this finding suggests
that phonics instruction is a better prevention from reading difficulties than it is as a cure
once reading difficulties have resulted. The categories that had the strongest effect size
for both early readers and later readers were decoding regular words and decoding
pseudo words.
Effect sizes were also calculated for various related subsets of the studies
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reviewed to break down how phonics instruction affected students’ performance in
various situations and across distinct characteristics. The first subset addressed was the
time of the testing, either at the end of the program or the end of the year. Both effects
showed to be statistically greater than zero and moderate in size, regardless of whether
effects were measured at the end of the program (.41) or the end of the first year (.44).
This indicates that systematic phonics instruction helps children learn to read more
effectively than those who do not receive it and that the timing of the testing does not
make much difference.
Phonics instruction also improved reading ability in both early readers and older
readers. Effect sizes were statistically greater than zero for both, but were larger for
studies with kindergarteners and first graders (0.55) than for studies with second through
sixth grades (0.27). This indicates that although phonics instruction does have a positive
effect on both ages, its strongest impact is in the early stages of reading acquisition.
Another subset analyzed the effect that phonics instruction had on students with
differing reading abilities. Effects were statistically significant for all groups with the
exception of second through sixth low-achieving students (0.15). At-risk and typically
achieving readers in kindergarten and first grade both showed moderate to large
differences when receiving phonic instruction. At-risk first graders were most affected
by phonic instruction, with a strong effect size (0.74). Second through sixth grade low
achieving student showed the smallest benefits (0.15). Effect sizes were small to
moderate for the second- through sixth-grade students who are typically achieving
readers (0.27) and students with reading disabilities (0.32). Thus, phonic instruction
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improves reading ability more than no phonics instruction not only for beginning readers
but also among typically progressing readers above first grade and older readers with
reading disabilities. However, phonics did not enhance reading ability as much among
low-achieving readers in Grades 2 through 6.
Studies reporting the socioeconomic status (SES) of participants were also
examined. Effects were strong for children of low SES (0.66) and middle SES (0.44).
This indicates that phonics instruction helps children in learning to read regardless of
SES level.
Effect size results were similar when considering the sizes of the group receiving
the instruction, whether it is individuals (0.57), small groups (0.34), or classrooms (0.39).
This means that classroom instruction may be just as effective as tutoring without the
increased expense and difficulty of one-on-one teaching.
Effects were also examined for three types of systematic phonics programs. One
category was synthetic phonics, which involves teaching students to sound out letters and
blend sounds into words. This effect size was strong at (0.45). Another category was to
analyze and blend larger units of words such as onset, rimes, or spelling patterns. This
effect size was moderate (0.34). Finally, a miscellaneous category included traditional
spelling or basal programs or instruction on word analysis, which had a moderate effect
size of (0.27). Effect sizes for all three categories were statistically greater than zero and
would thus indicate that all of the types of systematic phonics programs were more
effective than nonsystematic or not phonic program at all. As long as programs are
systematic, it does not seem to matter which approach is used.
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The type of instruction given to the control group in each study also varied from
study to study. Effect sizes for each type of group were calculated. Control groups were
categorized as basal groups and had an effect size of 0.46, regular curriculum was 0.41,
whole language was 0.31, whole word was 0.51, or miscellaneous 0.46. The effect sizes
for all of these was a moderate to strong positive indicating that phonics-instructed
groups performed better than the other types of groups. Effect sizes were also
statistically greater for groups receiving systematic phonics.
Finally, studies also differed in their design, specifically their method of assigning
students to experimental groups. Effect sizes were calculated to investigate how the
design impacted the outcomes. Some studies randomly assigned students to treatment
and control groups while others used preexisting groups. Additionally, some studies used
large sample sizes whereas others worked with fewer students. Effect sizes for the more
rigorous designs using larger groups and random assignment, were as large as or larger
(0.45) than the effect sizes of the less rigorously assigned groups (0.43). This is not
much of a difference and would indicate that the positive effects of phonics instruction
were not due to comparison with weaker designs.
In summary, findings of the NRP’s (2000) meta-analysis support the conclusion
that systematic phonics instruction helps all children to learn to read more quickly, easily,
and with greater success than nonsystematic or no phonics instruction. The impact was
significantly greater in early grades (K-1) when phonics was the method used to start
students out, than in later grades (2-6) after they had made some progress in reading with
other methods. The instructional approach or specific program used to teach phonics in
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early grades made little difference. Synthetic phonics showed the strongest effect sizes
but even these were not significantly different from the other five phonics approaches.
As long as students received systematic phonics instruction, it did not make a significant
difference which approach was used (McCardle & Chhabra, 2004).
Since this meta-analysis provides strong evidence that phonics instruction is an
important part of early reading, then the assessment instruments used to determine the
phonics instruction students’ need becomes an essential part of providing effective,
systematic phonics instruction. If a phonics assessment instrument is not giving the
teacher accurate information on what the student needs, then phonics instruction will still
not result in student progress. Effective phonics assessments need to be selected
according to their (a) intended purpose and (b) the validity and reliability of the scores
obtained. Both of these elements are necessary for a phonics assessment to appropriately
guide the teacher to high quality phonics instruction that meets students’ learning needs.
When each of these is considered, the assessment can be an effective tool for planning
future decoding instruction, which has previously been shown to be important for early
readers. Therefore, the general purposes and psychometric properties of reading
assessments are discussed below.
Four Purposes of Reading Assessment
The purpose of reading assessment is to identify the strengths and weaknesses in
students’ reading abilities throughout the learning process. The results from these
assessments provide teachers with necessary information for effective instruction. The
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National Reading First Assessment Committee (Kame’enui, 2000) concluded that a
comprehensive school-wide early literacy assessment system should include assessments
to accomplish four purposes: screening, progress monitoring, diagnosis, and measuring
student outcomes. Because different reading assessment instruments serve different
purposes, assessments should be thoughtfully selected to insure an appropriate match.
Screening Assessments
Screening assessments help identify children who are at risk for experiencing
reading difficulties. They are usually done at the beginning of the school year so that
students needing extra support can be promptly identified. Those who score below
benchmark (appropriate grade level performance) are given additional instructional
support to help get them back on track. The information obtained from screenings guides
future decisions about instruction and needed interventions.
Progress Monitoring
A second purpose for early literacy assessment is progress monitoring. These
assessments are given repeatedly throughout the year to provide a quick indication of a
student’s progress, checking for evidence of continual, adequate growth. If students are
not sufficiently progressing, teachers can quickly adjust instruction as needed. All
students’ progress should be monitored regularly; however, struggling students should be
monitored more frequently. If a student’s results indicate a problem, teachers can
administer a more comprehensive, or diagnostic assessments, to help pinpoint the exact
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area of need.
Diagnosis
A third purpose for early literacy assessment is diagnosis. Diagnostic assessments
provide more detailed, comprehensive information about students’ skills and instructional
needs. These are often administered when results from screening and progress
monitoring indicate a problem. Unlike screening and progress monitoring, diagnostic
assessments measure a variety of literacy component skills or abilities, which give
teachers additional information needed to adjust or intensify instruction. A diagnostic
assessment on phonics, for example, may include beginning with the most basic phonetic
concepts (cvc words for example) and gradually progressing on to more difficult phonics
concepts, such as multisyllable words. Diagnostic assessments give teachers an idea
what students know about each area of phonics and where to begin or continue
instruction. As teachers analyze the results of these assessments, they are able to pinpoint
the exact area of needed focus. The data from these assessments helps teachers to
develop tightly focused individual instruction.
Outcome Measurement
A final purpose of literacy assessment is to measure effectiveness of the
instruction program on clearly identified student outcomes. Outcome measurements,
such as end-of-year state core testing, provide teachers, parents, and administrators
evidence of the students’ overall performance for the year. These results should not be
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surprising after the screening, progress monitoring and diagnostic testing done
throughout the year. These previous types of testing should be predictive of outcome
measures. The information gained from these assessments is often used to make policy
decisions about instructional programs, funding, etc. Therefore, it is important for results
to be both valid and reliable. Thus, outcome measurements are often standardized tests
that have undergone evaluations of their reliability and validity. These four different
types of assessment, screening, progress monitoring, diagnosis, and outcome
measurement can facilitate better instruction and student learning. As teachers select the
type of assessment that best fit the intended purpose, they will more easily and quickly
get the desired information, which will guide instruction. Then, to verify that instruction
is working, assessment must be used again to monitor student progress toward meeting
literacy goals. Data gathered from assessments should be used to guide future instruction
for students who struggle and to scaffold lessons to help resolve their problems early and
efficiently (McCardle & Chhabra, 2004).
In order to effectively accomplish this assessment-based instruction, it is
important not only to use the appropriate type of assessment but also to use valid and
reliable assessments. Even if an assessment is appropriate for the purpose of the
assessment, it may not be giving teachers accurate information about what the students
knows and thus have limited use for planning future instruction. Teachers can only feel
confident in their instructional decisions if the reading assessments being used are
psychometrically sound. Because there are many reading assessments available for use,
educators should strive to select only those that are valid and reliable.
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Psychometric Properties of Reading Assessment:
Validity and Reliability
The second important factor to consider in selecting reading assessments is the
evidence of validity and reliability of the obtained scores. Selection of valid and reliable
reading assessments is essential for providing accurate and impactful early reading
instruction. If a test is not valid and reliable, we cannot be sure that it is pointing us
instructionally in the right direction. Validity refers to whether a test truly assesses what
it is suppose to (Gall et al., 2007) and that the construct, or unobservable quality, being
considered is accurately represented, appropriate, and meaningful (Rathvon, 2004). To
be valid, both experts and empirical evidence must support the construct being measured.
Reliability refers to how consistently the test measures the construct and is repeatable.
There are several types of validity and reliability evidence that can be reported. Often
validity and reliability will be established in several ways to strengthen the confidence
that can be put in that test. Below, different types of validity and reliability evidences are
discussed which, if done, would strengthen an assessment tool.
Types of Validity Evidence
Content Validity
Content validity demonstrates that the construct, or unobservable quality, is valid
by showing the degree of agreement among specialists on the appropriateness of the
items on the instrument. These specialists consider whether the items cover the breath of
the content area and adequately represent a sample of the content being assessed (Gay,
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1985). They also evaluate whether the test items and format are appropriate for those
using the instrument. For example, a test that is intended to measure the quality of
decoding instruction in first grade should not only cover material in the first grade core
but should also be presented in an age appropriate manner for first graders. Another
example would be that a national reading test might not be a valid measure of local
reading instruction, although it might be a valid measure of national reading standards.
Criterion-Related Validity
Criterion-related validity is evidenced by comparing the instrument with some
future or current criteria, thus the name criterion related. Validity based on future criteria
is called predictive validity; validity based on current criteria is called concurrent
validity. Questions to be answered when establishing this type of validity are “Does the
measure relate to other measures or manifestations of the same construct?” or “Does the
test predict an individual’s future performance in specific abilities?”
Construct Validity
Construct validity is the most important kind of validity. If a measure has
construct validity it measures what it purports to measure. Establishing construct validity
is a long and complex process involving defining the construct (unobservable quality) of
interest and then identifying observable items that adequately measure and define that
quality. A statistical analysis is then done to test and modify the assessment to show
whether an agreement exists between a theoretical concept (construct) and the test.
Therefore, a researcher might spend a great deal of time attempting to “define” the
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construct in order to reach an acceptable level of construct validity.
Construct validity can be broken down into two sub-categories: Convergent
validity and discriminate validity. Convergent validity is the similarity or agreement
among ratings or information, gathered independently of one another. Discriminate
validity is the lack of a relationship among measures that theoretically should not be
related.
To understand whether a piece of research has construct validity, three steps
should be followed. First, the theoretical relationships must be specified. Second, the
empirical relationships between the measures of the concepts must be examined. Third,
the empirical evidence must be interpreted in terms of how it clarifies the construct
validity of the particular measure being tested (Carmines & Zeller, 1979, p. 23).
Types of Reliability Testing
Reliability refers to how consistently the test measures the construct and is
repeatable. If five different examiners give an assessment, the results of all the raters
would be similar on a test that was highly reliable. All measurement procedures have the
potential for error, so the aim is to minimize that error. An observed test score is made up
of the true score plus measurement error. Knowing the reliability of a test helps to
distinguish how much of a test result is due to error in measuring and how much is due to
true differences in performance or knowledge of the student. The goal of estimating
reliability, or consistency, is to determine how much of the variability in test scores is due
to measurement error and how much is due to variability in true scores. Once sources of
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error are identified, researchers can try and eliminate that error as much as possible.
There are several standard techniques that researchers use to ensure reliability and
identify and eliminate error.
Test-Retest Reliability
The test-retest method of estimating a test’s reliability involves administering the
test to the same group of people at least twice with a short span of time between testing.
The first set of scores is then correlated with the second set of scores. If the correlations
between the scores are close to 0 this would indicate low reliability while correlations
closer to 1 indicate a high reliability.
Interrater Reliability
This method of testing reliability is done by comparing the scores given by
different raters for the same task. If the scores given by each rater are similar, this
indicates a more reliable test. Teachers can be more confident in their instructional
planning if test scores were relatively the same regardless of the rater.
Internal Consistency Reliability
Internal consistency refers to whether the questions in the test consistently
measure the same content. It is commonly measured using the Cronbach’s alpha, which
is a statistical coefficient based on the correlations between the items on the test. The
closer the alpha level is to 1, the greater the reliability of the test. Generally, an alpha of
.80 is considered a moderate benchmark for reliability. An alpha of .90 indicates a high
reliability coefficient and .70 is a low level of reliability.
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A test does not necessarily have to be low or high in both validity and reliability
at the same time. A test may be low in reliability and high in validity or vice versa. For
example, a phonics test that accurately measures all the phonics skills it was meant to
measure would be valid, but not reliable if each rater gets a different score. Conversely, a
test that shows consistent results among raters would be reliable, but if the questions do
not adequately reflect the construct, the test is not valid. Teachers need to be aware of the
strengths and limitations of assessments in order to correctly interpret the scores, and
make sound instructional decisions. Therefore, test validity and reliability should be
considered when determining how much confidence to put in test scores.
The CORE Phonics Survey
There are many reading and phonics assessments available to teachers. Some of
these have undergone rigorous evaluation to establish their purpose and the validity and
reliability of the scores obtained; some have not. Since quality phonics instruction is
informed by assessments that have purposes and psychometric evidence, it is important to
select and use only assessments that do. One available phonics assessment is the CORE
Phonics Survey. As established in Chapter I, this assessment is a popular decoding
assessment; therefore, it is especially important to find out if it has clearly established
purposes or psychometric properties. This is the third purpose of this review of literature.
To investigate the purposes of this assessment, the Assessing Reading: Multiple
Measures (Honing, Diamond, & Nathan, 2008) was reviewed. The purposes of the
CORE Phonics Survey are outlined in the introduction preceding this test (p. 41). It
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states that this test can be used for all four purposes of assessment, screening, outcome
measurement, diagnosis, and progress monitoring. As a screening measure or an
outcome measure, it can provide data about growth and mastery at the end of an
instructional period. As a diagnostic tool, it can indicate whether or not a student needs
instruction in selected phonics concepts, or if further assessment is needed. It may also
be used to track progress from earlier skills to grade level mastery. It is stated that the
CORE Phonics Survey is not meant to replace all other phonics assessments but is to be
used to augment other tests (p. 41).
Since the purposes of this assessment are already defined, the remaining focus of
this literature review is to inquire as to whether there are any existing psychometric
properties for this assessment tool.
To begin this search, a phone interview was conducted on December 15, 2008,
with Nancy Martin, test consultant for CORE, concerning any technical information
available on the CORE Phonics Survey. She stated that this test was designed to follow
the guidelines of current research yet be quick and easy to use in classrooms. However, at
this point in time this assessment had no established diagnostics. Another phone
interview was made that same day to the test publisher, Arena Press. The personnel there
had no information concerning psychometric properties of this assessment either. This
interviewing process with CORE and Arena Press was conducted twice. Once on
December 15, 2008 at the onset of this research study and again on August 12, 2009 as it
was coming to an end. This was to verify whether any additional information had come
to light over those 10 months. It had not.
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Since the authors and publishers were not aware of information concerning
validity and reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey, a library search was conducted to
find out if educational researchers had investigated the psychometric properties of this
assessment and had published such information.
A comprehensive library search was also done concerning the CORE Phonics
Survey which included looking in the following databases: Academic Premier, CQ
Researcher, Digital Dissertations, Educational Full text, ERIC, Professional
Development Collection, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, PsychINFO,
and Web of Science. Nothing resulted from any of these searches. There was no
evidence in any of these searches that any studies or information dealing with the
psychometric properties of the CORE Phonics Survey existed. At this point in time it
does not have psychometric evidence.
Validity measures would strengthen the CORE Phonic Survey. Experts on
phonics could give opinion as to whether this survey includes all the concepts of the
construct of phonics. Criterion-related validity could be established by comparing the
concepts of the CORE Phonics Survey with those of already existing phonics criteria
such as the Utah State Language Arts Core Curriculum or a scope and sequence in a
national basal reader. Finally, the assumed two-factor construct of the CORE Phonics
Survey could be investigated through statistical analysis. Any or all of these validitytesting procedures would add strength to this assessment tool.
Evidence of reliability could also be strengthened. The CORE Phonics Survey
would be strengthened by determining the degree of variation between scores on different
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testing sessions, between different raters, or between test items. Generalizability theory
testing would also give insight to which of these factors added significant error variance.
Clearly this phonics assessment tool was lacking the scientific research base
needed to support its established wide use. Therefore the purpose of this study was to
establish the validity and reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey.
Summary
This review of literature accomplished three purposes. First, it established that
phonics instruction is important for young readers as evidenced in the findings of the
National Reading Panel 2000 meta-analysis on decoding. This document gave
overwhelming evidence of the benefits of phonics instruction in early reading acquisition.
However, phonics instruction, regardless of how beneficial, can only be as effective as
the assessments that drive it. Therefore, assessments must be carefully selected for their
(a) intended purpose and for their (b) psychometric properties. These qualities were both
discussed. Finally, an investigation was conducted to investigate any existing literature
on the validity and reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey. This investigation showed
that no empirical evidence exists at this point in time.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
There is no empirical evidence for the valid or reliable use of scores obtained
from administering the CORE Phonics Survey, which has become a widely used
assessment. The purposes of this chapter are to describe the process by which scores
obtained from the CORE Phonics Survey will be evaluated for validity and reliability.
Research Questions
Validity Research Questions
Classical Test Theory
1. What is the evidence of content validity of the CORE Phonics Survey as
measured by convergence or agreement among expert reviewers?
2. What is the evidence of criterion validity for the CORE Phonics Survey as
measured by the percent of overlap between items on it and the phonics items in the Utah
State Core Curriculum?
Modern Test Theory
1. What is the evidence for construct validity on the CORE Phonics Survey
using a confirmatory factor analysis to validate a hypothesized two-factor construct?
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Reliability Research Questions
Classical Test Theory
1. What is the evidence of interrater reliability on the CORE phonics Survey as
measured by a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient?
2. What is the evidence of test-retest reliability on the CORE Phonics Survey as
measured by a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient?
3. What is the evidence of internal consistency reliability on each subtest and the
total CORE Phonics Survey as measured by a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient?
Modern Test Theory
1. To what degree do the raters and occasions contribute to variance among
scores on the CORE Phonics Survey as measured by a G study?
2. What is optimal number of occasions and raters when administering the
CORE Phonics Survey to minimize error variance and optimize the reliability of the
resulting rating as measured by a D study?
Instrument
The CORE Phonics Survey (Honing et al., 2008) was a nonstandarized series of
subtests addressing phonics related skills for early readers. This assessment is one in a
compilation of reading assessments for early readers found in the Handbook of Assessing
Reading: Multiple Measure for Kindergarten through Eighth Grade (Honing et al.). The
survey assesses phonics skills that have a high rate of application in beginning reading.
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There are 12 subtests, which are grouped into two major categories or factors. The first
factor is alphabet skills (subtests A-D) and the second factor is entitled Reading and
Decoding Skills (subtests E-L). On the subtests E-L, pseudo words are included in the
list of words so that children must rely on their knowledge of letters and sounds, rather
than on memory. One third of the words in each of these sections are pseudo words.
Alphabet skills (factor1): This category includes four subtests that include (a)
naming the uppercase letters, (b) naming the lowercase letters, (c) saying the consonant
sounds, and (d) saying the long vowel sounds and short vowel sounds.
Reading and decoding skills (factor 2): This category includes eight subtests. In
each category, students are to read both real words and pseudo words. The categories
include (a) short vowels in CVC words; (b) consonant blends with short vowels; (c) short
vowel, digraphs, and –tch trigraph; (d) r-controlled vowels; (e) long vowels spellings; (f)
variant vowels; (g) low frequency vowel and consonant spellings; and (h) multisyllabic
words.
The CORE Phonics Survey is an inexpensive test. The cost of a test manual is
about $40 and the pages are reproducible for use throughout the school. It is also quick
to administer and score. It typically takes about 10 minutes to administer it to one
student. This assessment can be used for screening, progress monitoring and diagnostic
purposes. The results from the data are helpful in planning instruction and instructional
groupings in the primary grades.
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Design
Determining the Validity of the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
Content validity. Content validity is determined by expert judgment. There is no
formula for computing it and there is no standard way of expressing it quantitatively.
Experts in the area of phonics were asked to make a judgment concerning how well the
items on the test represent the construct of phonics. This judgment was based on whether
all phonics concepts are represented and whether the format is appropriate for beginning
readers. Selected evaluators assumed the role of “expert” and evaluated the CORE
Phonics Survey for content validity. The process by which content validity was
evaluated in the present study will be explained shortly.
Criterion validity. Criterion validity is the degree to which the scores on a test are
related to the scores on another test or to some other valid criterion available at the same
time. The design of this validity testing was to determine the percent of overlap between
the CORE Phonics Survey, the Utah State Language Arts Core, and Scott Foresman
(2008) basal reader scope and sequence on decoding instruction. The process by which
criterion validity was evaluated in the present study will be explained shortly.
Modern Test Theory
A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a statistical method used to define
unobserved variables, called latent variables, which can account for the covariance
among items of observed variables. It is a special form of factor analysis that is
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hypothesis driven. A CFA was done to confirm or disconfirm the hypothesized twofactor construct of phonics used by the CORE Phonics Survey, which assumes that
phonics knowledge has two main factors: (a) alphabetic knowledge and (b) reading and
decoding skills. Since these are unobservable variables, they need to be defined by
observable tasks. These observable tasks are the test items that are listed under each
heading on the test. The first factor, alphabet skills and letter sounds, is defined by the
ability to identify letter names, consonant sounds, long vowel sounds and short vowel
sounds. The second factor, reading and decoding skills, is defined by the ability to
decode CVC words, consonant blends with short vowels, short vowels, diagraphs and
-tch trigraph, r-controlled vowel, long vowel spellings, variant vowels, low frequency
vowel and consonant spellings, and multisyllabic words. A CFA shed light as to how and
if the decoding skills for each category correlate together and cluster around these two
general factors, thus indicating that those skills/items are indeed pointing to the same
construct.
A CFA was analyzed using the items from 500 student tests to show whether they
clustered onto their respective factors with a high enough correlation to confirm that the
hypothesized two-factor structure of the CORE Phonics Survey is correct.
As part of the analysis, goodness-of-fit tests were run to see how well the
hypothesized model matched the observed data. Results showing a failure to reject the
null hypothesis would be an indication of a good model fit.
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Determining the Reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey
To investigate or determine the reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey, Classical
Testing Theory (CTT) and Modern Test Theory (MTT) were used.
Classical Test Theory
Test-retest reliability. Test-retest is part of CTT in which researchers establish
the degree to which test scores are consistent over time. It indicates the variation in test
scores obtained from the same individuals that occurs from one testing session to another
as a result of errors of measurement (Gay, 1985). In other words it shows evidence that
the score a person obtains on a test at some moment in time is the same score, or close to
the same score, that the person would get if the test were administered some other time.
For this study, a Pearson’s r was calculated to determine the degree of correlation and
variance in CORE Phonics Survey scores that were given on two different occasions to
the same group of students. Two classes of students (44 students total) were tested twice,
two weeks apart to identify possible sources of variance in scores due to the testing
occasion.
Interrater reliability. CTT was used to establish the correlation between scores on
the CORE Phonics Survey given by different raters. Interrater reliability refers to the
reliability of two (or more) independent scorers (Gay, 1985). A Pearson’s r was
calculated to determine the degree of correlation and variance in scores due to the
difference in the raters. Twenty-five students (of the 44 students tested for test-retest
reliability) were also scored by two raters during the two testing periods to identify
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possible variance in scores due to the rater.
Internal consistency reliability. Internal consistency is a measure of item intercorrelation. This correlation is represented in a coefficient of reliability called the
Cronbach’s alpha. Five hundred tests were analyzed to determine the item intercorrelation for each subheading (subtests A-L) on the CORE Phonic Survey. A
correlation of at least (.70) indicates there is evidence that the items are measuring the
same underlying construct. Each part of the CORE Phonics Survey (A-L) was analyzed
separately as its own testlet.
Modern Test Theory
Generalizability testing. Generalizability studies are conducted in two stages.
The first stage is called a G study; the second is called a D study. The G study is a
statistical test that not only establishes the general degree of correlation found in classical
testing, but also aims to identify the sources of variance in the scores. G theory assumes
that each student’s observed score is comprised of a universe score (the student’s average
score over all items of measurement), with one or more sources of error. Therefore, the
power of G theory is that it allows one to evaluate the extent to which generalizations
might be made from the student’s observed score to the universe of observations that are
confined to the factors measured in the G study (Rathvon, 2004). Because the possible
sources of variance are defined from the beginning, it is possible to determine which
source(s) of variance could be reduced by changing aspects of the process or instrument.
Reduced or low variance makes a more reliable assessment. A smaller error variance
provides for a higher power of hypothesis test and narrower confidence interval.
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The second stage of generalizability study is the D study. This analysis uses the
information from the G study to predict the effect of decreasing or increasing the number
of levels of each facet on reliability. It can also show the effects of using an alternative
design.
Through G theory, traditional distinctions of reliability and validity are overcome.
A universe (true score), its facets (sources of possible variance), and conditions for
admissible observations are defined through careful explication of the construct, which is
the traditional domain of validity theory (Grimm & Yarnold, 2000). The use of the terms
“dependability” and “generalizability” instead of “reliability” are used to show a degree
of unifying principles of reliability and validity.
For this study, a G test was done to determine the sources of variance, called
facets, which influence the generalizability of the test. A fully crossed, two-factor design
was used: 25 students x 2 occasions x 2 raters. This means that 25 students were tested
on two occasions by two raters. The students were the objects of measurement and the
occasions and raters represented possible sources of error variance in the scores. These
factors were selected because the researcher felt that they could be ones that contribute to
the difficulty of establishing instrument reliability (Rathvon, 2004). Then a D Study was
done to explore the degree of reliability when the number of occasions and raters were
changed.
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Procedures
Determining the Validity of the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
Data collection. Three experts in the field of reading were contacted to give an
evaluation of the appropriateness and completeness of the items of the CORE Phonics
Survey. These were John A. Smith, Lloyd Eldredge, and Barbara Fox. All of these
experts have published national textbooks on the topic of phonics. Two of these experts
responded to the request. The responses of both were collected and published in this
report to provide evidence of the content validity of this assessment.
The Utah State Language Arts Core Curriculum and the Scott Foresman (2008)
phonics scope and sequence were collected to compare the concepts included in each and
compare the overlap.
Content validity testing. The reviews from two decoding experts were obtained
to verify that the items in the CORE phonic Survey tested important, generally-accepted
phonics content. Both experts have published national textbooks on the topic of phonics.
Criterion validity testing. The CORE Phonics Survey was compared to the Utah
State Language Arts Core and Scott Foresman (2008) basal reading series. All the
concepts from CORE Phonics Survey were listed beside corresponding concepts of the
Utah State Language Arts Core, then again beside the phonics concepts in the scope and
sequence of the Scott Foresman basal reading series. A percentage was calculated to
determine the degree of overlap between each respective identifier of the construct of
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phonics and the CORE Phonics Survey.
Modern Test Theory
Data collection. Tests were collected from Schools A, School B, and School C
which had been completed at the beginning of the school year 2008. These tests had been
administered by school reading specialists and other trained school personnel. Tests
gathered from School D were administered to all first and second graders in January 2009
by 18 different raters. Fifteen of the raters were students from a local university who
volunteered to help. They were trained on how to administer the CORE Phonics Survey.
The training consisted of 1 hour of instruction that included: (a) instruction on test
procedures and appropriate dialogue, (b) review on the word pronunciation from the lists,
(c) practice giving the test in partners, and (d) viewing a video clip of the test being
administered to a young student. While watching the video, each section of the test was
paused to allow for discussion and questions. These university student volunteers, along
with the reading specialist and two paraprofessionals of School D, tested four first grade
classrooms, and four second grade classrooms of that school. There were 351 tests
collected.
The students who completed the tests to be used for this study came from four
different elementary schools in the Rocky Mountain Region. Two of the schools were in
metropolitan, low SES areas. School A was a K-6 school and had a population of 730
students with 57% Caucasian, 35% Hispanic, 5% Pacific Islanders, 1% Black and 2%
other ethnic races. The SES status of the school was low, with 73% of students received
free or reduced lunch, qualifying as a Title I school. School B was a K-6 school and had
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a population of 700 students with 78% Caucasian, 18% Hispanic, 2% Pacific Islander,
and 2% other racial backgrounds. Forty-four percent of the students in School B received
free/reduced lunch. The tests from these students came from grades 2-5 and were
previously administered in the fall of 2008 as part of their school-wide reading program.
Permission was obtained to copy these tests for this study without student identification.
The participants from the third and fourth schools were from elementary schools
in a mid-size city (less than 250,000), middle-class neighborhoods. School C was a K-5
school and had a population of 63% Caucasian, 31% Hispanic, 4% Asian, 1% Black, and
1% Native American. The school population was below average SES with approximately
60% of the students in this school receiving free or reduced lunch therefore qualifying as
a Title I school. The student tests from this school were also completed at the beginning
of the 2008-2009 school year. School D was a K-2 school of about 600 students. The
school population was 49% Caucasian, 39% Hispanic, 6% Pacific Islander, 3% Black,
and 3% Native American. The SES in this school was average, with approximately 30%
of students qualifying for free/reduced lunches, and it did not qualify as a Title I school.
This school had 351 first and second graders who participated in this study by taking the
CORE Phonics Survey. Student identity was not made known to the researcher and all
identifying information was deleted from the test score sheets.
Construct validity testing. A CFA was done to confirm or disconfirm the
hypothesized two-factor construct of phonics used in the CORE Phonics Survey. Data
from 500 tests were used to run a G test, a type of analysis of variance (ANOVA).
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Determining the Reliability for the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
Data collection. Forty-four students (two classrooms) from School D were
administered the CORE Phonics Survey. Students were tested during computer time and
independent work time. Two weeks later these same students were given the test again at
approximately the same time of the day and under the same circumstances. Test scores
were analyzed to determine the variance between scores given on different occasions.
Twenty-five students (of the 44 students tested above from School D) were given
the CORE Phonics Survey with two raters scoring it. Test data were analyzed to
determine variance between scores given by different raters.
For the internal reliability testing, 500 tests total were collected. One hundred
forty-nine tests were collected from School A, School B, and School C which had been
administered at the beginning of the 2008-2009 school year. Tests were completed by
students ranging from second to fifth grades. Student names were eliminated before tests
were collected for this analysis. Raters were trained within their own respective schools
and consisted of about one half hour instruction.
Three hundred fifty-one tests were administered and gathered from School D.
Raters were university student volunteers which had previously had about 1 hour of
training. Training consisted of explanation, hands-on practice, and video clips
accompanied by discussion.
Test-retest reliability testing. Forty-four students were tested on two occasions, 2
weeks apart. A Pearson’s r was calculated to see if the scores would remain relatively
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constant over the different testing occasions.
Interrater reliability testing. Twenty-five students were scored by two raters as
they took the CORE Phonics Survey. A correlation coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) was
calculated to see if the scores remained the same across both raters. If scores were highly
consistent, this indicated a high degree of reliability.
Internal consistency reliability testing. Each section of the CORE Phonics
Survey (parts A-L) was statistically analyzed to determine the degree of correlation
between all the items in each separate part of the test. The correlation coefficient used is
called a Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha is a function of the number of test items
and the average inter-correlation among them. Thus, if the number of items is high and/or
inter-item correlations are high, the alpha increases. A high Cronbach’s alpha indicates
that the items are measuring the same underlying construct, indicating high reliability. If
the datum is multidimensional, or made of several unrelated parts, the Cronbach’s alpha
will generally be low for the items, indicating low reliability.
Modern Test Theory
Data collection. Tests were collected from Schools A, School B, and School C
which had been completed at the beginning of the school year 2008. These tests had been
administered by school reading specialists and other trained school personnel. Tests
gathered from School D were administered to all first and second graders in January 2009
by 18 different raters. Fifteen of the raters were students from a local university who
volunteered to help. They were trained on how to administer the CORE Phonics Survey.
The training consisted of 1 hour of instruction that included: (a) instruction on test
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procedures and appropriate dialogue, (b) review on the word pronunciation from the lists,
(c) practice giving the test in partners, and (d) viewing a video clip of the test being
administered to a young student. While watching the video, each section of the test was
paused to allow for discussion and questions. These university student volunteers, along
with the reading specialist and two paraprofessionals of School D, tested four first grade
classrooms, and four second grade classrooms of that school. There were 351 tested
collected.
The students who completed the tests to be used for this study came from four
different elementary schools in the Rocky Mountain Region. Two of the schools were in
metropolitan, low SES areas. School A was a K-6 school and had a population of 730
students with 57% Caucasian, 35% Hispanic, 5% Pacific Islanders, 1% Black and 2%
other ethnic races. The SES status of the school was low, with 73% of students received
free or reduced lunch, qualifying as a Title I school. School B was a K-6 school and had
a population of 700 students with 78% Caucasian, 18% Hispanic, 2% Pacific Islander,
and 2% other racial backgrounds. Forty-four percent of the students in School B received
free/reduced lunch. The tests from these students came from grades 2-5 and were
previously administered in the fall of 2008 as part of their school-wide reading program.
Permission was obtained to copy these tests for this study without student identification.
The participants from the third and fourth schools were from elementary schools
in a mid-size city (less than 250,000), middle-class neighborhoods. School C was a K-5
school and had a population of 63% Caucasian, 31% Hispanic, 4% Asian, 1% Black, and
1% Native American. The school population was below average SES with approximately
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60% of the students in this school receiving free or reduced lunch therefore qualifying as
a Title I school. The student tests from this school were also completed at the beginning
of the 2008-2009 school year. School D was a K-2 school of about 600 students. The
school population was 49% Caucasian, 39% Hispanic, 6% Pacific Islander, 3% Black,
and 3% Native American. The SES in this school was average, with approximately 30%
of students qualifying for free/reduced lunches, and it did not qualify as a Title I school.
This school had 351 first and second graders who participated in this study by taking the
CORE Phonics Survey. Student identity was not made known to the researcher and all
identifying information was deleted from the test score sheets.
Generalizability testing. A two-facet fully crossed design was used in a
generalizability study 25 students x 2 occasions x 2 raters. This means that 25 students
were tested on two occasions with two raters. The students were the object of
measurement. A G test was performed using GENOVA and determined the sources and
amount of error variance that was contributed by the various facets: students, raters,
occasions, students by occasions, students by raters, and occasions by raters, and students
by occasions by raters.
Data Analysis
Determining the Validity of the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
To analyze the data for content validity, the responses of two experts on the topic
of phonics were compared and reported. Furthermore to analyze the data for criterion
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validity, a percentage was figured showing the degree of overlap between the items of the
CORE Phonics Survey and the Utah State Language Arts Core; then again between the
CORE Phonic Survey with the Scott Foresman Basal Reader.
Modern Test Theory
To investigate construct validity, the CFA was run using the statistical program
M-Plus. After the analysis was complete a chi-square test-of-fitness was also performed
to determine if the hypothesized two-factor model of the CORE Phonics Survey held up
to the statistical data. Acceptable criteria for the factor structure model was p > .05.
Determining the Reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
To investigate test-retest and interrater reliability, a Pearson’s r was run. To
investigate internal consistency reliability, a Cronbach’s alpha was used.
Modern Test Theory
For the generalizability study, a three-way (student by rater by occasion) random
effects ANOVA was used to compute estimates of the seven variance components. The
components include student, rater, occasion, student by occasion, student by rater, rater
by occasion, and residual interactions. The computer program of SPSS version 17 was
used to run a GENOVA analysis to perform the G study and a D study.
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Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to describe the procedures for determining the
degree of validity and reliability of this highly used reading assessment. Several different
types of validity and reliability testing were used to thoroughly accomplish this. The
types of validity that were addressed were content, criterion, and construct. The types of
reliability that were addressed in the study were test-retest, interrater, internal
consistency, and generalizability.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to establish the validity and reliability of the CORE
Phonics Survey. Although this is a widely used assessment tool, the review of literature
indicates that there have been no psychometric studies done on this to date. There were
several types of validity and reliability testing done to determine the soundness of this
test. This chapter contains a report of the results and findings relative to the eight
questions stated in Chapter I.
To explore these questions, several different types of statistical analyses were
conducted. For classical test theory Pearson’s r and Cronbach’s alpha were done. In
addition to these analyses, a response from a questionnaire from an expert in reading and
decoding was included and a comparison between the CORE Phonics Survey, the Utah
State Core Curriculum, and the Scott Foresman basal reading series. For modern test
theory, generalizability tests (G and D studies) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
was done. Below is shown the outcomes of each of these results. Each will be
explained in the order of the outlined research questions.
Findings
Determining the Validity of the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
Question 1. What is the evidence for consensus or content validity of the CORE
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Phonics Survey as measured by convergence or agreement among expert reviewers?
John A. Smith is an expert in the field of reading instruction and responded to the
request to evaluate the CORE Phonics Survey. He is currently a professor and
department head at University of Texas Arlington. He has written a textbook entitled
Early Literacy Instruction; A comprehensive Framework for Teaching Reading and
Writing, K-3, which includes extensive instruction on teaching phonics skills to young
readers. In his response concerning the accuracy and completeness of the CORE Phonics
Survey, John A. Smith gave the following critique of this test.
Overall, I like this test very much. I think it does a fine job of assessing student
knowledge of the common and useful phonics spelling patterns.
They [authors of the CORE Phonics Survey] didn’t test for common chunks (-ing,
-ight, -all). They may consider that part of sight vocabulary, rather than phonics.
They [authors of the CORE Phonics Survey] didn’t test for students’ knowledge
of contractions, but they probably consider that to be structural analysis, not
phonics. I agree.
John A. Smith
04/09
J. Lloyd Eldredge is the second expert in the field of phonics instruction that
participated in this content validity investigation. He was a professor in the David O.
McKay School of Education at Brigham Young University where he taught both graduate
and undergraduate literacy courses. He has written several books on the topic of phonic,
including: Teaching Decoding: Why and How (2005), Phonics for Teachers: Self
Instruction Methods Activities (2003), Teaching Decoding in Holistic Classrooms (1995),
and Decoding Strategies (1993). In his response concerning the accuracy and
completeness of the CORE Phonics Survey, J. Lloyd Eldredge gave the following
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critique of this test.
Phonics is the association of graphemes and phonemes. Implicit phonics
programs teach students how to correctly associate the letters of written words
with the sounds those letters represent. Explicit phonics programs teach students
this association knowledge, but also teach them to isolate the phonemes and blend
them so they can identify unfamiliar words by “sounding them out.” The CORE
Phonics Survey has content validity for phonics as it is defined by both implicit
and explicit phonics advocates.
Phonics can only be used with syllables or single syllable words since the syllable
pattern (closed syllable, open syllable, and VCe syllable) influences the vowel
sound in the word or syllable. Therefore, if students are to be able to use phonic
to “sound out” words they must be able to identify syllable boundaries in multisyllabic words. The CORE Phonics Survey has content validity for phonics
advocates who recognize the limitations of phonics teaching on students’
decoding abilities when they are not taught to “chunk” multi-syllabic words into
appropriate syllables.
Among the most important phonics elements to assess we find the following:
1)single consonants found in both the initial and final position of written words,
2) consonant blends found in both the initial and final position of written words,
3) consonant digraphs found in both the initial and final position of written words,
4) single vowels found in various positions of written words, 5) vowel digraphs
found in various positions of written word, 6) vowel diphthongs found in various
positions of written words, 7) murmur diphthongs (sometimes referred to as rcontrolled vowels) found in various positions of written words, and 8) silent
letters found in various letter combinations. While the CORE Phonics Survey is
not an extensive diagnostic assessment, it does represent the most important
phonics elements involved in phonics.
Some frequently used graphemes (letters and letter combinations representing
phonemes) represent two phonemes (those that represent more than two
phonemes are generally not taught by teachers because it is unproductive). Some
of the vowel graphemes representing two sounds are included in the assessment
(real words: toe, leap, tie, blow, few, down, moon, cook, and sweat; pseudo
words: loe, beap, voot and rew). I would suggest that provisions are made for the
student to respond with both sounds or that different words are used in the
assessment.
Finally, all pseudo words used in the test should, in my opinion, represent the
structure of real words. A pseudo word such as “nik” does not represent the
structure of real words. The CORE Phonics Survey has done a very good job
with pseudo words. The only questionable pseudo words would be: loe and rew.
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In sum, I would consider the CORE Phonics Survey assessment to have content
validity.
J. Lloyd Eldredge
09/10/09
Question 2. What is the evidence of criterion validity for the CORE Phonics
Survey as measured by the percent of overlap between items on it and the phonics items
in the Utah State Language Arts Core Curriculum?
Standard 4 of the Utah State Language Arts Core Curriculum on phonics
instruction and the scope and sequence of the Scott Foresman (2008) Core Reading
program were examined to determine if the content and skills required by the Utah State
Office of Education and those included in a national reading program matched those in
the CORE Phonics Survey. Because criterion-related validity can be established by
comparing an instrument or test to other current manifestations of the same construct,
these were viable sources of comparison for establishing the criterion validity of the
CORE Phonics Survey.
The Utah State Language Arts Core Curriculum on phonics is the required
curriculum for beginning readers in all of the Utah public schools. Phonics instruction
begins in kindergarten and continues through second grade. It is expected that students
should have mastered these concepts by the end of second grade; after second grade the
skills are taught as needed, or reviewed to maintain them, or to remediate struggling
readers.
The Scott Foresman Core Reading program is one of the five top programs used
nationally for reading instruction. Decoding skills are taught in kindergarten through
second grade. In third grade, the skills are only taught as remediation skills.
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Table 1 shows the comparison between the skills of the Utah State Core
Curriculum and the CORE Phonics Survey and Table 2 shows the comparison with the
Scott Foresman Core Reading program.
There is a 90% overlap in the skills between CORE Phonics Survey and the Utah
State Language Arts Core Curriculum. The following is the breakdown of the items of
difference.
Kindergarten: All of the skills between the two decoding criteria are consistent
with one another with one exception. In the Utah State Core Curriculum (USCC),
kindergarten Objective b requires the students to be able to match the short vowel and
consonant sounds to the letters. Although the CORE Phonics Survey (CPS) has the
students pronounce the short vowels and consonants, it does not require the students to
hear the sound first and then match the sound to a letter.
First grade: All of the skills in these two decoding criteria are consistent with
each other with only the following exceptions. The USCC first grade Objective 1a
requires the student to write the alphabet letter for the given sound. CPS requires the
student to identify the sounds of each letter only without writing it. Additionally, in
objective 1c there are no CV words included in the Core Phonics Survey except as
applied in multisyllable words. Lastly, there are no suffixes, or word families in the
CORE Phonics Survey as stated in first grade USCC objectives 1e, 1i, 1j.
Second grade:

All of the skills in the USCC and CPS match with the exception

of the following skills. In USCC objective 2b, students are required to accurately use
vowel digraphs in two syllable words. All of the stated vowels diagraphs are used in one-
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Table 1
Criterion Validity: Comparison of Utah State Core Curriculum and CORE Phonic
Survey
Utah State Core Curriculum on decoding

CORE Phonics survey

Kindergarten skills
a.

Name all upper- and lower-case letters of the alphabet in
random order

Part A-Part B

b.

Match consonant and short vowel sounds to the correct letter

None

c.

Blend simple CVC sounds into one-syllable words

Part E

First-grade skills
a.

Write letters to represent spoken sounds of all letters in random
order

None

b.

Identify and pronounce sounds for consonants, consonant
blends, and consonant digraphs in words

Part C, E, F, G

c.

Identify and pronounce sounds for short and long vowels,
using patterns (cv, vcv, cvc, cvvc, cvcv, cvc-silent e) AND
vowel diagraphs (ea, ee, ie, oa, ai, oy, oo ow) in words

Part E, I, J, K

d.

Identify and pronounce sounds for r-controlled vowels
accurately in one-syllable words (ar, or, er)

Part H

e.

Identify and blend initial letters sounds with common vowel
patterns to pronounce one-syllable words

Parks E-K

f.

Identify and read grade-level contractions and compound
words

None

g.

Identify sound patterns and apply knowledge to decode onesyllable words (blends, diagraphs, vowel patterns, r-controlled
vowels)

Park F-K

h.

Demonstrate an understanding of representing same sounds
with different patterns in one-syllable words (ee, ie, ea, e)

Part I, K

i.

Use knowledge of root words and suffixes to decode words (ful, -ly, -er)

None

j.

Use letter patterns to decode words (phonograms/word
families/onset and rime: -ack, -ail, -ake)

None

Second-grade skills
a.

Identify and pronounce all vowel diphthongs (oi, oy, aw, au)
AND consonant digraphs (ch, sh, th, wh) accurately in words

Part J, G

b.

Identify and pronounce sounds for short and long vowels,
using pattern (cvc, cvvc, cvcv, cvc silent e) AND vowel
digraphs (ea, ee, ie, oa, ai, ay, oo, ow) accurately in two
syllable words

Part E, I, L

(table continues)
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Utah State Core Curriculum on decoding

CORE Phonics survey

c.

Identify and pronounce r-controlled vowel pattern in words (ar,
or, er)

Part H

d.

Identify and blend letter sounds to pronounce words

Part E-K

e.

Identify and read grade-level contraction and compound words

None

f.

Identify sound patterns and apply knowledge to decode words
(blends, digraphs, r-controlled

Parts F, H, I, J, K

g.

Demonstrate understanding of representing same sound with
different patterns by decoding these patterns accurately in
isolate and in text (ee, ea, ei, e)

Part I, K

h.

Use knowledge of root words and prefixes (re, un, mis) AND
suffixes (s, es, ed, ing, est, ly)

Part L

i.

Use letter and syllable patterns to pronounce multisyllabic
words

Part L

syllable words throughout the CPS, but only ai, ay, oo are included in Section L of
multisyllabic words. Again, contractions and compound words are not included in CPS.
Additionally, the CORE Phonics Survey includes more skills of phonics not
mentioned in the Utah State Core Curriculum on Phonics. Variant vowels combinations
(part J) such as ew, ow, ue, ou, oo, ew, ou, aw are also included as important skills. Lowfrequency vowel and consonant spelling (part K) include the additional phonics concepts
of silent letters (kn, gh, wr, gn, b, wr,), soft c/g sounds, and y as a vowel.
There is a 93% overlap in the concepts between the CORE Phonics Survey and
the Scott Foresman Core Reading Program if only phonics concepts are taken into
account. All of the concepts between the two decoding criteria are consistent with one
another except for two. The CV vowel pattern is not represented by itself, only in
multisyllable words. The concept of syllable c + le is not represented in the CORE
Phonics Survey at all.
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Table 2
Criterion Validity: Comparison of Core Reader with CORE Phonics Survey
Scott Foresman core reader (2007)
Name all upper and lowercase letters
Letter sounds
Blend CVC words
Initial and final consonant blends
Digraphs- th, sh, wh, ch, tch
CVCe
Hard/soft g and j
Sounds of y
CV
Silent letters Ng, kn, wr
R-controlled vowels
Long vowel spellings: ai,ay,oa,ow,ee,ie,igh
Diphthongs: Ew, eu, ui, ow, ou, oi, oy, au, aw
Syllable c+le
Open syllables VCV
Short ea
Vowels oo
Silent consonants – kn, wr, gn, mb
/F/ Ph, gh
Compound words
Inflected endings e before ed, ing
Suffixes -s, -ing, -es, -ed, -er, -est, ness, less, ly
Contractions

CORE phonics survey
Part A, B
Part C, D
Part E
Part F
Part G
Part I
Part K
Part K
none
Part F, K
Part H
Part I
Part J
none
Part L
Part K
Part J
Park K
Part G
Part L
Part L
none
none

If structural analysis is considered as part of phonics instruction there is an 87%
overlap in skills. The CORE Phonics Survey does not account for suffixes and
contractions.
Modern Testing Theory
Question 1. What is the evidence for construct validity on the CORE Phonics
Survey using a confirmatory factor analysis to validate a hypothesized two-factor
construct?
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A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a statistical procedure that confirms or
disconfirms the hypothesized structure of an assessment. The CORE Phonics Survey has
defined phonics as two latent variables or factors: (a) alphabet skills and letter sounds
and (b) reading and decoding skills. Factor 1, alphabetic skills and letter sounds, includes
the observable traits of (a) letter names uppercase, (b) letter names lowercase (c)
consonant sounds and (d) vowel sounds. Factor 2, called reading and decoding skills,
includes the observable traits of (e) CVC words (f) blends (g) diagraphs, tri- (h) rcontrolled vowels, (i) long spellings, (j) variant vowels, (k) low frequency spellings, and
(l) multisyllable words. A CFA analysis showed whether this construct does indeed fit
this model. Figure 1 shows how each trait clustered together confirming a two-construct
structure of phonics. Table 3 shows the output of descriptive analysis of the CFA; Table
4 shows degree of correlation between different sections of the CORE Phonics Survey.
.67

FACTOR
1

FACTOR
2

(F1)
Alphabet Skills

E 696
F .818
D .344

A .630
B .672

C .455

(F2)
Reading and
Decoding Skills

L .869
K .907

G .868
H 900

J 931
I 905

Figure 1. Confirmatory factor analysis construct validity.
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Table 3
Descriptive Analysis of Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Median

Mean

3rd quartile

Max

26.00

26.00

25.77

26.00

26.00

17.00

25.00

26.00

25.43

26.00

26.00

Part C

0.00

21.00

22.00

21.95

23.00

23.00

Part D

1.00

9.00

10.00

9.28

10.00

10.00

Part E

1.00

13.75

15.00

13.79

15.00

15.00

Part F

0.00

11.00

13.00

12.05

14.00

15.00

Part G

0.00

8.00

13.00

11.98

15.00

15.00

Part H

0.00

8.00

13.00

10.91

15.00

15.00

Part I

0.00

9.00

13.00

11.26

15.00

15.00

Part J

0.00

7.00

12.00

10.23

14.00

15.00

Park K

0.00

2.00

9.00

8.01

13.00

15.00

Part L

0.00

2.00

14.00

11.61

20.00

24.00

Survey section

Min

Part A

21.00

Part B

1st quartile

Table 4
Correlations Matrix for Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Variable
Observed variable F1
A. Letters-upper
B. Letters-lower
C. Consonants
D. Vowels

A

B

C

D

1.00
.48
.21
.17

-1.00
.31
.18

--1.00
.26

---1.00

Observed variable F2

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

1.00
.74
.70
.62
.63
.62
.56
.55

-1.00
.79
.74
.73
.73
.70
.69

--1.00
.80
.79
.79
.75
.72

---1.00
.84
.83
.81
.76

----1.00
.87
.80
.75

-----1.00
.86
.82

------1.00
.89

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

CVE
Blends
Digraphs, trir-controlled
Long vowel
Variant vowels
Low frequency
Multisyllable

L
-------1.00
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As a preliminary step to conducting the CFA, a set of preliminary exploratory
factor analyses (EFA) were conducted to determine whether the data would be better fit
using either a one-factor or a three-factor model. The EFA did not converge for either
model, however (results not reported). Only when specifying a two-factor model, did the
model estimation converge to a solution. The results of the EFA served to further support
the result of the CFA analysis.
Tests of Model Fit
There are several fit indices that provide information as to whether a model is a
good fit and matches the observed data. Bentler (1990) and Thompson (1998) noted the
problem with interpreting just one fit statistic and advise researchers to consult multiple
fit statistics in order to consider different aspects of fit. This study consulted the chisquare statistic, the Bentler Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), the
root mean square residual (RMSEA), and the standardized root mean square residual
(SRMR).
Chi-squared model (χ2) is a classic goodness-of-fit measure to determine model
fit. The null hypothesis is that the implied or predicted covariance matrix is equivalent to
the observed sample covariance matrix. A large chi-square and rejection of the null
means the model estimates do not sufficiently produce sample covariance; the model
does not fit the data very well. By contrast, a small chi-square and failure to reject the
null hypothesis is a sign of good model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The chi-squared
statistic (χ 2) is equal to 324.025 with 53 degrees of freedom and a p value of (0.00). This
χ 2 is significant so the specified CFA model is not supported by the data and is not a
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good fit. However, the χ 2 test is widely recognized to be problematic (Jöreskog, 1969).
One reason for this is that it is sensitive to sample size, and it becomes more and more
difficult to retain the null hypothesis as the number of cases increases. Therefore, other
commonly reported tests of fit were also performed.
Other tests of fit were calculated (see Table 5). The root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) likewise was consulted as a determinate of model fit. The
criterion for a good model fit to the data for RMSEA are values less than .08. The
RMSEA was calculated as .097, a bit higher than ideally acceptable.
The standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) is the standardized
difference between the observed covariance and the predicted covariance. A value of
zero indicates a perfect fit. This measure tends to be smaller as sample size increases and
as the number of parameters in the model increases. A value less than .05 is considered a
Table 5
Goodness-of-Fit Tests
Test

Value

Chi-square test of model fit
Value
Degrees of freedom
p value

324.025
53
0.0000

CFI/TLI
CFI

.910

TLI

.887

RMSEA
Estimate
90% C.I.
Probability RMSEA < .05
SRMR

.097
.091 - .112
.000
.042
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good fit. The SRMR in this model was .042 indicating a good fit.
The confirmatory fit index (CFI) outcome indicates a good fit to the data. As the
CFI approaches 1.0 the better the fit of the model to the data. The criterion for a good
model fit to the data for CFT are values that exceed .90 (Stevens, 1996). The CFI in this
model was .91, which falls into the acceptable range of model fit. Finally, the TLI was
.887, also a bit lower than the lower range of acceptable model fit (TLI > .95).
Although not all of the tests of goodness of fit hit the exact cut-off values, Hu and
Bentler (1999) provided a rule of thumb for deciding which statistics to report and
choosing cut-off values for declaring significance. When RMSEA values are close to .08
or below and CFI and TLI are close to .90 or greater, the model may have a reasonably
good fit. Therefore, although goodness-of-fit was not established with the χ 2, the
RMSEA, CFI and TLI together support an adequate goodness-of-fit for the predicted
model and the data results.
Standardized Model Results
Standardized factor loadings are presented in Table 6. Variant vowels (part J)
have the highest standardized factor loading of .931 and thus appears to be the most
reliable indicator of reading and decoding skills (F2). By contrast, vowel sounds has the
lowest standardized factor loading, .344. This suggests that it is not as strongly reliable
an indicator of alphabet skills and letter sounds (F1). All of the factor loadings of F1 and
F2 are significant (p < 0.00). The correlation of factor 1 with factor 2 is .68, a moderate
correlation (Cohen, 1988).
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Table 6
Standardized Model Results
Variable

Estimate

S.E.

Est./S.E.

Two-tailed p value

F1 Alphabet skill and letter sounds by…
Letters uppercase

0.630

0.077

8.146

0.000

Letters lowercase

0.672

0.077

8.768

0.000

Consonant sounds

0.455

0.049

9.250

0.000

Vowel sounds

0.344

0.063

5.497

0.000

F2 reading and decoding skills by…
Variant vowels (J)

0.931

0.008

114.058

0.000

CVC (E)

0.696

0.026

27.226

0.000

Blends (F)

0.818

0.021

39.795

0.000

Diagraphs, tri- (G)

0.868

0.014

63.013

0.000

R-controlled (H)

0.900

0.012

77.804

0.000

Long vowel spell (I)

0.905

0.011

81.433

0.000

Low frequent (K)

0.907

0.010

94.654

0.000

Multisyllable (L)

0.869

0.012

69.982

0.000

0.673

0.058

11.691

0.000

F2 with F1

R-Square
The squared multiple correlations under R-square (R2) provide information on
how much variance the common factors account for in the observed variables (see Table
7). Alphabet skills and letter sounds (F1), for example, explains 39.6 % of the total
variance in uppercase letter names (A). Reading and decoding (F2) account for 86.8% of
the total variance in variant vowels (J). The low R2 of .119 suggests that vowel sounds
(D) can explain only a small portion of variance of alphabet skill and letter sounds (F1).
The correlation between the two common factors, (F1) and (F2), is .68 (p < .000). An
acceptable correlation is .70-1.0 (Cohen, 1988). The two factors appear to fall in to the
range of being significantly related each other.
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Table 7
R-Square
Observed variable

Estimate

S.E.

Est./S.E.

Two-tailed p value

A. Letters uppercase

0.396

0.097

4.073

0.000

B. Letters lowercase

0.452

0.103

4.384

0.000

C. Consonants

0.207

0.045

4.625

0.000

D. Vowels sounds

0.119

0.043

2.749

0.006

E. CVC

0.484

0.036

13.613

0.000

F. Blends

0.669

0.034

19.898

0.000

G. Digraphs, tri-

0.753

0.024

31.507

0.000

H. R-controlled

0.811

0.021

38.902

0.000

I.

Long spellings

0.820

0.020

40.716

0.000

J.

Variant vowels

0.868

0.015

57.029

0.000

K. Low frequent spellings

0.822

0.017

47.327

0.000

L. Multisyllable

0.755

0.022

34.991

0.000

Determining the Reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey
Classical Test Theory
Question 1. What is the evidence of test-retest reliability on the CORE Phonics
Survey as measured by a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient?
Reliability is the consistency of a measurement, or the degree to which an
instrument measures the same way each time it is used under the same condition with the
same subjects. One way to measure this consistency is to give a test twice and compare
the results of each. A measure is considered reliable if a person’s score remains stable
from one testing occasion to another. A Pearson’s r was calculated to estimate the
correlation between the 50 student scores on two different occasions two weeks apart.
Reliability estimates between .70-.80+ are considered acceptable (Reynolds et al., 2009).
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The resulting correlation was .92, which shows a high degree of score stability over time,
and thus represents a high estimate of test-retest reliability.
Question 2. What is the evidence of interrater reliability on the Core phonics
Survey as measured by a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient?
Another way to estimate test reliability is to see if two different raters score the
same when testing the same students. A measure is considered reliable if a person’s
score remains stable from one rater to another. Correlation coefficients of .70-.80 are
considered adequate to strong. A score of .90+ is considered high (Reynolds et al.,
2009). Twenty-five students were administered the Core Phonics Survey with two
different raters scoring the results. The resulting correlation of .98 indicates that the
consistency of the scores between both raters was very high correlation.
Question 3. What is the evidence of internal consistency reliability on each
subtest and the total CORE Phonics Survey as measured by a Cronbach’s Alpha
coefficient?
Internal-consistency measures the correlation within items of the instrument itself.
It estimates the degree of inter-correlation between the items within each part of the test.
To determine the internal consistency of the CORE Phonics Survey, a Cronbach’s alpha
was calculated for each subtest on the test (A-L) independently (see Table 8). Like other
measures of reliability, Cronbach’s alpha ranges from 0 to 1.0. When the measure is
totally inconsistent it is close to 0 and when the items correlate perfectly with one another
it is 1.0. A high alpha coefficient indicates that the items within the subtest are highly
intercorrelated. An alpha of .70 or higher is considered acceptable for most purposes and
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Table 8
Cronbach’s Alpha Analysis for CORE Phonics Survey
Survey section
Part A
Part B
Part C
Part D
Part E
Part F
Part G
Part H
Part I
Part J
Part K
Part L

Title of section
Alphabet letters uppercase
alphabet letters lowercase
Consonant sounds
Vowel sounds
CVC words
Blends
Digraphs, trigraphs
R-controlled vowels
Long vowels spellings
Variant vowels
Low frequency spellings
Multisyllable words

Cronbach’s alpha
.464
.488
.634
.811
.819
.838
.887
.925
.944
.911
.939
.968

will be the standard for this analysis (Reynolds et al., 2009). The results show a high
degree of intercorrelation between the items within each subtest D-L, all falling between
.81 and .97. Parts A (.464), Part B (.488) and Part C (.634) have a moderate
intercorrelation between test items in each subtest (Reynolds et al.).
Modern Test Theory
Question 1. To what degree do the raters and occasions contribute to variance
among scores on the CORE Phonics Survey as measured by a G study?
A generalizability study (G Study) identified the interactions among students,
raters, and occasions on the CORE Phonics Survey. A fully crossed, two-facet design
permitted a partitioning of the observed score variance into seven separate variance
components. The amount of these seven variance components is reported in Tables 9 and
10. Three of the variance components are large relative to the others. The three largest
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Table 9
Estimated Variance Components and Standard Errors for Part 1 (Sections A-D)
df

Variance
component

MS

23

3.028

6.456

49.8

Rater

1

.019

.844

.3

Occasion

1

.000

.094

0

Student x rater

23

.000

1.387

0

Student x occasion

23

1.048

4.507

24.3

1

.000

.094

0

Student x rater x occasion

23

1.550

1.550

25.5

Total

95

Source of variability
Student

Rate x occasion

Total % of
variability

100.0

Table 10
Estimated Variance Components and Standard Errors for Part 2 (Sections E-L)
df

Variance
component

23

339.420

Rater

1

.000

.667

Occasion

1

2.634

187.042

Student x rater

23

.000

7.710

Student x occasion

23

27.303

63.172

1

.000

6.000

0

Student x rater x occasion

23

8.565

8.565

2.3

Total

95

Source of variability
Student

Rate x occasion

MS
1419.99

Total % of
variability
89.8
0
.7
0
7.2

100.0

variance components for section one of the CORE Phonic Survey are (a) students
(49.8%), (b) student by occasion (24.3%) and (c) student by rater by occasion (25.5%).
The three largest variance components for section two are (a) students (89.8%), (b)
student x occasion (7.2%) and (c) student by rater by occasion (2.3%).
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Variation Between Students
Students’ performance on the CORE Phonics Survey was the object of
measurement and represents the target population for making inferences. The mean
rating for each student was calculated by averaging the student’s scores across two
occasions and across two raters. The resulting rating for each student was an estimate of
his/her universe or true score.
The variance component indicates how much the universe scores varied from one
student to another for the 25 students, providing an estimate of how much the students
varied in phonics ability. Ideally, the total variability for students should be larger than
other sources of variance since these scores should reflect the real differences in students’
phonics ability, or true variance. Any other variance would be sources outside of student
ability and, therefore, be sources one would want to minimize or eliminate. The variance
component between students both in Part 1 and Part 2 of the CORE Phonics Survey was
large relative to the other variance components which indicates that this assessment
could indeed reliably detect differences in the decoding abilities of the individual
students. Nearly half of the total variance in Part 1 (.489) and 90% (.898) in Part 2 in the
scores is due to differences in students’ decoding ability.
The Student-by-Occasion Interaction
Since the variance component for students is considered true variance, the largest
source of error variability was student-by-occasion. The outcome meant that a student’s
ranked decoding ability in relation to the other students was affected by differences in the
testing occasion. If there was no interaction between student and occasions, each student
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would have received the same ranking on both occasions. In Part 1 of the test, 24.3% of
the variability in student’s ranking on decoding ability was due to the occasion the test
was given. In Part 2 of the test, it was only 7.20%, a smaller percentage.
The Residual Variance
The residual variance component included the three-way student-by-rater-byoccasion interaction plus any variation in the rating resulting from other unidentified
sources of variance. Since there is no way to remove the three-way interaction from the
other unidentified sources, it cannot determined how much of the residual variance was
caused by the three-way interaction or and how much is due to other unidentified sources.
25.5% of the total variance in Part 1 was due to either the three-way interaction or other
unidentified sources. A much lower percentage (2.30%) of the total variance in Part 2
was due to the three-way interaction or other unidentified sources.
Variance Due to Rater
The variance component for raters was very small (Part 1 = .3%; Part 2 = .00%).
This variance is an estimate of the amount of variability in the mean ratings of the two
raters averaged across 25 students and both occasions. Less than 1% of the total
variability in the ratings was due to the differences in rating and indicates that the raters
were essentially equal in their scoring of each student.
The Student-by-Rater Interaction
There was no indication of variance in the overall student means measured by the
two raters on two different occasions (0.00) on either part of the CORE Phonics Survey.
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This indicates that the students tended to be ranked in the same order by both raters and
were equal in their score markings.
Variance Due To Occasion
The variance component for occasions was also negligible, 0.00 and .07,
indicating that the variability of student means as measured by the two raters on the two
occasions were equal for the group of students as a whole.
The Rater-By-Occasion Interaction
The variance component reported for rater-by-occasion was 0, indicating that the
raters scores ranked the students’ performance on the CORE Phonics Survey consistently
on both occasions. This is true for both section 1 and section 2 of the test.
Generalizability Coefficients
There are two different generalizability coefficients The G coefficient indicates
the reliability of using a student’s mean rating (averaged across all raters and all
occasions) as a basis for comparing that student’s relative standing or rank order of
decoding ability to that of the other students’ in the group. The G coefficient then is
helpful for making decisions about which students are better or poorer decoders
compared to the mean of a the group as a whole. Decisions of this kind are called
relative decisions in generalizability theory. The G coefficient for the first section (parts
A-D) of CORE Phonics Survey is .729, an acceptable reliability coefficient (Cohen,
1988). The G coefficient for the second section (parts E-L) of the CORE Phonics Survey
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is a strong coefficient of .956 (Cohen).
The phi coefficient is also a generalizability coefficient, which describes the
reliability of using a student’s mean rating (averaged across all rater and all occasions) as
a basis for comparing that student’s decoding ability to a pre-established criterion or
score. These are called absolute decisions because they describe the student’s
performance in comparison to an absolute standard with no consideration to the other
students’ performance. The phi coefficient is usually smaller than the corresponding G
coefficients since the phi coefficient accounts for all sources of error in the ratings,
whereas the G coefficients account only for the error sources, which contribute to the
differences in the students’ relative standing within a group. The phi coefficient for part
1 (A-D) is .727. The phi coefficient for part 2 (E-L) is .952. These coefficients are
reliable to strong (Cohen, 1988).
Question 2. What is optimal number of occasions and raters when administering
the CORE Phonics Survey to minimize error variance and optimize the reliability of the
resulting rating as measured by a D study?
A D study is used for making decisions about the way to reduce or filter out error
or variance. It addresses the question of how to minimize error and optimize reliability
when using the CORE Phonics Survey by predicting what effect increasing or decreasing
the number of levels of each facet will have on each of the test reliability. This helps to
identify optimal conditions for reducing passage and rater variance.
Table 11 indicates the differences in the mean scores when raters and occasions
are adjusted between raters and occasions. It shows that as the number of raters and
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Table 11
D Study Phi Coefficients
Rater

Occasion 1

Occasion 2

Section 1 of CORE Phonic Survey
Rater 1

.498

.664

Rater 2

.572

.727

Section 2 of CORE Phonic Survey
Rater 1

.898

.946

Rater 2

.908

.952

occasions are increased, the reliability coefficient is improved. Also noted is the fact that
increasing the number of occasions produces a greater effect than increasing the number
of raters.
Figure 2 depicts the possible outcome results in Section 1 of the CORE Phonics
Survey when the raters and occasions are interchanged. The solid line represents the
scores when testing occurs on just one occasion. The dotted line represents the scores
when testing occurs on two occasions. In section 1, the difference between raters on one
or two occasions is (.498 - .572 = .074) and (.664 - .727 = .063), respectively. However,
when the occasions are considered, the differences are greater. The difference between
occasions with one or two raters is (.498 - .664 = .166) and (.572 - .727 = .155).
Increasing the number of occasions reduces a greater amount of error variance than
increasing the number of raters.
Figure 3 depicts the possible outcome results in Section 2 of the CORE Phonics
Survey when the raters and occasions are interchanged. The solid line represents the
scores when testing occurs on just one occasion. The dotted line represents the scores
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OCCASION

RATER

Figure 2. G-stat for alphabet skills and letter sounds: Part 1.

OCCASION

RATER

Figure 3. G-Stat for reading and decoding skills: Part 2.
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when testing occurs on two occasions. In section 2, the difference between raters on one
or two occasions is (.898 - .908 = .010) and (.946 - .952 = .006), respectively. However,
when the occasions are considered, the differences are greater. The difference between
occasions with one or two raters is .898 - .946 = .048) and (.908 - .952 =.044). Although
the differences of increasing raters or occasions is minimal in section 2, increasing the
number of occasions does reduce a greater amount of error variance than increasing the
number of raters.
Standard Error of Measurement
The standard error of measurement (SEM) is a statistic in generalizability that
tells how closely the test scores given by the raters on that occasion are to the students’
universe score and is an estimate of how much a student’s score will likely vary from one
occasion to another. Smaller values of this statistic result in more dependable ratings,
which allows for more precise generalizations from the student’s estimated score to his or
her universe score. A SEM score of 0 would indicate that the score would not vary from
one test occasion to another and that the score is equivalent to the student’s true score.
This is important to consider when making relative decisions based on a student’s score.
The SEM is figured by taking the square root of the relative error variance.
Table 12 shows how the size of the standard error of measurement varies as a
function of the number of raters and occasions used. As the numbers of occasions and
raters increases, the standard error of measurement decreases, however, increasing the
number of occasions has a greater effect on decreasing the error than increasing the
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Table 12
Standard Error of Measurement
Rater

Occasion 1

Occasion 2

Section 1 of CORE Phonic Survey
Rater 1

1.749

1.238

Rater 2

1.504

1.066

Section 2 of CORE Phonic Survey
Rater 1

6.20

4.39

Rater 2

5.85

4.12

number of raters. This is true for both sections of the CORE Phonics Survey. For
example in section 1, one rater on one occasion produces a SEM of 1.749, where as one
rater on two occasions produces a SEM of 1.238.
Summary
The CORE Phonics Survey is a widely used tool of assessment that needed
statistical evidence to support its use. Several statistical tests were analyzed to determine
the degree of validity and reliability of it.
Classical Validity Testing
Content validity was strengthened by comments from phonics experts John A.
Smith and J. Lloyd Eldredge. In criterion validity there was a 90%+ overlap in concepts
when comparing the CORE Phonic Survey and the Utah State Language Arts Core and
94% overlap when comparing concepts with the Scott Foresman Core Reader, 2008.
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Modern Validity Testing
Construct validity was shown with a CFA, which indicated that the two-factor
construct was supported having a correlation .68 for factors 1 and 2.
Classical Reliability Testing
Classical reliability testing of test/retest, interrater and internal consistency was
done using Pearson’s r and Cronbach’s alpha. Test/retest results showed a .92 correlation
and a .98 interrater correlation. Inter-item correlations on Part 1 of the test were
moderate and on Part 2 were high.
Modern Reliability Testing
Approximately 50% of the variance in scores in part 1 was due to differences in
students’ phonics knowledge. About 90% of the variance in part 2 was due to differences
in students’ phonics knowledge. The phi coefficient in the D Study indicated that
increasing the number of testing occasions reduces error variance in testing.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
As discussed in the introduction, research shows evidence that phonic knowledge
and acquisition is necessary for beginning readers and therefore, appropriate assessment
is essential in identifying specific student needs in this area. Assessments need to be
valid and reliable in order to insure that students are progressing is in the desired
direction. The purpose of this study was to investigate the psychometric properties of the
CORE Phonics Survey, a widely used decoding assessment, and to determine whether
this test is a valid and reliable assessment tool for phonics knowledge. Seven analyses
were done to examine the validity and reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey. The
following are the conclusions derived from the analyses and interpretation of the results,
their limitations and recommendations for future research.
Discussion of the Validity Analysis
Classical Test Theory
Content Validity
The comments from John A. Smith supported many of the differences discussed
above in the criterion validity analysis. The items left out of the CORE Phonics Survey
(i.e., compound words, contractions, prefixes, and suffixes) may be items to be classified
under other headings. Sight words and structural analysis items may need to be in
categories separate from phonics. Other than those concerns, John Smith thought the
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CORE Phonics Survey was a strong assessment of phonics knowledge.
J. Lloyd Eldredge claimed that, overall, the CORE Phonics Survey has content
validity. Specifically it has content validity for both implicit and explicit phonics
advocates. It also has content validity for phonics advocates who recognize the need to
break multi-syllable words into appropriate syllables. Additionally, he agreed that this
assessment represents the most important phonics elements. Finally, the CORE Phonics
Survey includes pseudo words that represent the structure of real words.
Criterion Validity
There was a 90% overlap in the skills identified in the Utah State Language Arts
Core Curriculum on phonics and in those addressed in the CORE Phonics Survey. Most
every skill required by the state of Utah in phonics was represented to some degree on the
CORE Phonics Survey. The only skill at the kindergarten level that was not included on
the CORE Phonics Survey was that of matching a letter to an isolated sound. The CORE
Phonics Survey does require the students to identify the letter and produce the letter
sound, but it does not require the student to identify the letter when given an isolated
sound.
On the first- and second-grade level, contractions, compound words, prefixes, and
suffixes were skills not included on the CORE Phonics Survey that were on the Utah
State Core. Although these are certainly commonly taught skills in reading instruction,
there is often a discrepancy as to whether these are categorized as decoding skills or
structural analysis skills. Many authors of reading texts would classify them as structural
analysis skills outside of the construct of decoding. This rationale was confirmed by
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John A. Smith’s critique. His opinion was that theses skills were part of structural
analysis skills rather than decoding skills.
The only other skill that was not addressed in the CORE Phonics Survey that was
included on the Utah State Core Curriculum was that of word families or onset and rime.
e.g,. -ack, -ail, -ake. These word chunks were included within the word lists on the word
list, but the test does not require the student to use the word chunk as a means of
decoding other unknown words. However, the purpose of teaching word families is to
provide a strategy for young readers to identify unknown words. Because the CORE
Phonic Survey is interested only in assessing if the students can identify unknown words,
the authors of the CORE Phonics Survey may have thought it unnecessary to include this
skill on an assessment.
Moreover, the CORE Phonics Survey includes additional skills of phonics not
mentioned in the Utah State Core Curriculum on phonics. Variant vowel combinations
(J) such as ew, ow, ue, ou, oo, ew, ou, aw are also included as important skills. Lowfrequency vowel and consonant spelling (K) included the phonics concepts of silent
letters (kn, gh, wr, gn, b, wr,), soft c/g sounds, and y as a vowel. This seems particularly
noteworthy since variant vowels (J) shows to have the strongest relationship (.93) in
Decoding and Spelling skills than of any other factor. Low-frequency vowel and
consonant spelling (K) also has a very strong relationship (.91) in decoding and spelling
skills. Therefore, including these additional skills strengthens the validity of the CORE
Phonics Survey.
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Modern Test Theory
Finally, an important area of validity is construct validity. Confirmatory factor
analysis is a multivariate statistical method that seeks to confirm or refute a hypothesized
structure in the data. The authors of the CORE Phonics Survey had hypothesized that
phonics basically comprised of two-factors: (a) alphabet skill and letter sounds, and (b)
reading and decoding skills. Results of the CFA supported this conceptualization. The
correlation between factor one (alphabet skill and letter knowledge) and factor 2 (reading
and decoding) was .68.
In the CFA, the correlations in factor two are stronger than those in factor one.
Examining the descriptive analysis table (Table 3), may explain the low correlations in
factor one. There is very little variance in the student scores in parts A, B, C, and D. The
skills in these sections are ones that are often very easy even for many first graders (i.e.,
naming alphabet letters), let alone second graders. Therefore, most students got these
questions correct. Table 2 showed that the mean was only one point (or less) than the
total possible. The column entitled 3rd quartile shows that 75% of the students are
scoring the total possible. With such a small range of variation in scores, the correlations
will remain low even if in reality those parts of the test are highly correlated.
Although none of the tests of goodness of fit hit the exact cut-off values, Hu and
Bentler (1999) provided a rule of thumb for deciding which statistics to report and choose
cut-off values for declaring significance. When RMSEA values are close to .08 or below
and CFI and TLI are close to .95 or greater, the model may have a reasonably good fit.
Therefore, although goodness-of-fit was not established with the χ 2, the RMSEA, CFI
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and TLI together support an adequate goodness-of-fit for the predicted model and the
data results.
Discussion of Reliability Analysis
Classical Test Theory
Test/Retest and Interrater Reliability
These forms of reliability testing show how consistent test results are when given
on more than one occasion or by different raters. If scores of individual tests vary
markedly from on testing to another, the change may be attributable to problems with test
reliability rather than to changes in the people being tested. The results of the Pearson’s r
indicated that the reliability of the CORE Phonics Survey when measuring the effects of
the occasion was .916. The results when measuring the effect of the rater was .979. This
high reliability coefficient indicates that the results on different testing occasions and
among different raters would be very close to the same.
Internal Consistency Reliability
Results show a high degree of inter-item correlation within each subtest D-L, all
falling between .811 and .968. Part C (consonant sounds) has a moderate inter-item
correlation (.634). Part A, letter names uppercase (.464) and Part B, letter names
lowercase (.488) show a low inter-item correlation. This indicates that knowing letter A,
for example, does not have a high correlation for knowing letter Q. Letter names should
each be tested individually to assess students overall knowledge on letter names.
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Modern Test Theory
Generalizability testing was done for each section of the test separately.
Section One
The interpretation of the data collected in the generalizability study for the CORE
Phonics Survey indicates that Section 1 of the survey had a moderately strong positive
coefficient (.73) when crossed with raters and occasions. Nearly 50% of the variance in
the student scores was due to true variance in the students’ knowledge of alphabet skills
and letter sounds. The facet that contributed most to the error variance in the students’
scores was the number of occasions the test was administered. The data provided in
chapter four shows that the 24% variance was due to the student by occasion interaction.
This degree of variance would mean that students’ scores in this section of the test would
not necessarily reflect a students true score in alphabet skill and letter knowledge.
However, increasing the number of occasions significantly decreases this amount of
variance.
The residual variance obtained in section one is also quite high (25.5%) and
indicates that perhaps a three-facet design would be preferable to the two-facet design.
The residual variance reflects the interactions between student by rater by occasion, plus
any other unexplained interactions that may have had effect in the outcomes. Adding a
third facet to the design would permit the researcher to estimate one new variance
component, which would help explain more of the 25.5% variance reported in the
analysis.
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A possible third facet to include is task. On sections A-D, the sections have
different tasks. Two of the tasks (A and B) are to name the letters and two of the tasks
are to give the sounds (C and D). Completing a generalizability study on these sections
individually would shed light on whether the nature of the task was part of the variance.
Section Two
In the second section of the Core Phonic Survey, entitled Reading and Decoding
skills, there was a very strong positive generalizability (95.6%) in student scores. Nearly
90% of the variance in the students’ scores was due true variance, or the differences in
student knowledge on reading and decoding skills. Students crossed with occasions
contributed only 7.2 % of the error variance. Although this is not a large portion of the
variance, in the D study it shows that increasing the number of raters offers an even more
reliable basis for making absolute decisions. Oosterhof (1996) advised, “Because the
usefulness of assessments is significantly reduced if our observations fail to generalize
beyond what we observe, it is important to be aware of the conditions that reduce
generalizability” (p. 45). Raters did not contribute any error variance and suggests
students’ score would be essentially the same regardless of the rater.
From the phi coefficient, we learn that increasing the testing occasions to two
would decrease the error variance and improve the generalizability of the test. In section
one of the CORE Phonics Survey, the addition of one more testing occasion improved the
generalizability significantly from .572 to .729, a substantial difference. It also had a
positive effect in section two, but it was not as substantial due to the fact that the true
variance was already very high. In section two, the correlations were above .90
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regardless of the number of raters or occasions in this section.
It is interesting that although the generalizability coefficient for section two (.956)
is significantly larger than that for section one (.729), the SEM for section two is also
larger. The SEM indicates how a student’s test score would likely vary from one testing
situation to another if that student were repeatedly tested. A standard error measurement
(SEM) of 0 for a set of test scores, for instance, would indicate that a student’s score
would not vary from one administration to another and thus be a true reflection of the true
score. The fact that the SEM for scores in section 2 with one rater and one occasion
would have an error variance of plus or minus 12.4 (6.2.x 2 SEMs), should cue teachers
in taking thoughtful care in making relative decisions about students standing within the
group based on individual scores. When students’ scores border cut-off percentages for
ranking placements, teachers should especially take into consideration the twelve points
that may change that student’s ranking status within the group.
When considering the rater as a factor of error variance, that did not seem to be
much of a contributing factor. Therefore, it can be assumed that the amount of training
provided the raters was sufficient. All raters were reported as having approximately 30
minutes to 1 hour training on administering this assessment. The small amount of needed
training for this test contributes to the usefulness and practicality for classroom settings.
Give the popularity of the CORE Phonics Survey as a decoding assessment, the
findings of this study are particularly important. Statistically, this assessment holds up to
the standards of validity and reliability on every measure addressed in this study. Each
area showed an adequate to strong result in the testing.
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Implications for Instruction
Give the popularity of the CORE Phonics Survey as a decoding assessment, the
findings of this study are particularly important. Statistically, this assessment holds up to
the standards of validity and reliability on every measure addressed in this study. Each
area showed an adequate to strong result in the testing.
In the area of validity, this assessment tool appropriately represents a two-factor
construct of decoding with appropriate concepts that support that construct. Teachers can
feel confident that approximately two thirds of the variance of students scores is do to
phonics knowledge. It is also helpful for teachers to understand that phonics is a twofactor construct so that they can address both of these factors in their instruction. If a
teacher taught kindergarten, letter names and sounds would be the focus. As the students
progressed, concepts listed under reading and decoding would then be addressed.
The content included in the test closely parallels the concepts outlined in a
national basal reading program and then goes beyond what is included in the Utah State
Core Curriculum. In the areas of variant vowels and long vowel spellings the CORE
Phonics Survey includes additional phonic concepts. This is noteworthy because these
two skills showed to have the highest relationships to reading multisyllable words.
Teacher can be aware to include these concepts in their instruction as a way of helping
students better read multisyllable words.
In the area of reliability, one particular area of interest to practitioners would be
the benefit of including two testing occasions when testing alphabet skills and letter
sounds. Increasing the number of testings may increase the reliability of identifying
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students’ real score.
Overall, this study shows that the CORE Phonics Survey is a moderate to strong
tool for identifying strengths and weaknesses in phonics knowledge. Educators can feel
assured that the data acquired from this assessment can appropriately identify areas of
need for students and can provide information that indicates if reading goals are being
met. This is an important finding for educators since phonics has been identified as one
of the crucial early literacy skills that make a difference in reading success (Cunningham
& Cunningham, 1992; NRP, 2000).
Limitations
One limitation of this study was that the schools used in this study were not
randomly selected and thus the results cannot be truly generalizable to all populations.
These were accessible schools that had already begun using the new edition of the CORE
Phonics Survey. Because this edition was so new at the time that this study was
conducted, very few schools were using it and therefore, selection was dependent on
those schools that did. However, though the schools were not randomly selected, there
was consideration in selecting schools that were varied in SES and student achievement
scores in reading.
Another limitation was the number of expert opinions that were reported in the
content validity section. Only two of the three experts on reading and decoding
instruction responded to the invitation to review the CORE Phonics Survey. Although
the feedback from John A. Smith and Lloyd Eldredge was very valuable, it would
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strengthen the content validity of this assessment if other expert opinions were also
included in this report.
An additional limitation was the possibility of test anxiety. Students in School D
were administered the test by university students, they may have performed better or
worse on the testing depending on their relationship with the individual(s) giving the test.
In a typical classroom situation, classroom teachers rather than unknown adults
administered the CORE Phonics Survey.
Finally, in the generalizability testing, only 25 students and 2 raters participated
on 2 occasions. Small sample sizes cannot be generalized to all other students and raters
and occasions. Therefore, replicating this study with a bigger population would increase
the generalizability of the findings.
Recommendations for Future Research
An obvious recommendation that would strengthen the content validity of the
CORE Phonics Survey would be to further solicit expert opinions concerning the
completeness and accuracy of the items on this assessment.
Additionally it was pointed out in the discussion of results that the error variance
in the generalizability testing of section 1 of the CORE Phonic Survey (Alphabet Skills
and Letter Sounds) could be diminished by increasing the number of possible sources of
error variance and repeating the analysis. Including another facet, namely task, may
explain the amount of unexplained variance. Section A and B have a similar task of
naming the alphabet letters. Sections C and D require an additional task of producing the
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sound of the letters. This could help to explain the sources of error variance found in that
section. It is recommended that a generalizability study be done on each of these sections
individually. This may help teachers eliminate other sources of error variance when
testing.
Finally, it would be interesting to investigate validity further and conduct a
predictive validity research to see if students’ knowledge in decoding is telling of their
future success in reading.
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